tion errors of the difference method. Moreover, any error introduced in the numerical solution of y = 15 exp [15<] will be damped by exp [-14£ ] in the substitution into 4>iy, t) = y exp [-14f ]. Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 give comparisons of relative errors in the numerical solution of x = 15e -14x obtained by direct integration, versus the solution obtained by using the alternate equation. The method used is Adams-Bashforth 16th order predictor and Adams-Moulton 15th order corrector. The region of numerical stability (for one application of the corrector) is -.007 ^ h ^ .011. The tables display results using step sizes that caused h to lie both inside (Table 1 ) and outside  (Tables 2, 3 , 4) of the stability region for the direct integration. All integrations connected with the solution using the alternate equation are within the stability region.
Acknowledgment. The authors wish to thank the referees, for their most helpful suggestions and comments, and Mr. John Engvall, for his supporting computer program. to a zero of a function fix) by sampling / and sometimes its derivatives at each iteration at a number of values of x. Although they have not been much used in practice, one interesting class of formulae, investigated by Traub [1, pp. 197-204 ] is computationally attractive in problems where the evaluation of / ix) is rapid compared with fix). Such cases arise, for example, when fix) is defined by an integral. Traub showed that for iterative formulae of the type
where
third order processes costing one evaluation oí fix) and two of/ ix) per iteration could be constructed by suitable choices of the parameters ai, a^ and a. It was not possible, however, to obtain fourth order formulae without increasing the number of derivative evaluations. In this paper, a class of iterative methods of the form and it is shown that in this case fourth order formulae are available costing one function and two derivative evaluations per iteration.
2. Fourth Order Formulae. In order to study the properties of the iteration (1.2) we assume that fix) has a simple zero at x = 6 and we define the error «" of the nth approximation by xn = en + 6. Using now the Taylor expansions of fixn) and fixn) about 6 we have This is a set of four equations for the five free parameters ax, a2, bi, b2 and a,but for consistency we have immediately from the second and last equations that a = -f. The system (2.5) is hence reduced to «i 4-ch + ---j-= 1, The value a = -f is fortunately good for our purposes since it implies that our second sample point, xn 4-awiixn), is in most cases nearer to the zero than xn . In solving the system (2.6) it is convenient to eliminate bi by writing 02/(01 4-62) = 6, and for 6 ^ 0, 0 ^ 1, the general solution in terms of 6 is then
The special case 0=1 implies 61 = 0 while 0 = 0 gives b2 = 0. In both instances (1.2) degenerates to (1.1). More generally, with M 0, M 1, we can construct a class of fourth order formulae requiring only one function and two derivative evaluations per iteration by assigning numeric values to 6. Appropriate values of 0 to choose might be those such that the form of (1.2) It is interesting to note that these formulae form counterparts of the iteration function given by Traub [1, p. 184 (8-78) ] which is of order 4 and uses two values of / and one of /' per iteration. The formulae obtained in this paper will be particularly appropriate for use in practical root finding problems where the derivative can be quickly computed compared with the function.
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